
Laws o_f Form 

.:._ The laws of form have finally been written/ With a ,"Spencer 
Brown" transfstorizild power razor (a. Twentieth Centu'ry 
model of Occ1m's razor) . . Gt Spencer Brown cuts smoothly · 
through two millennia of growth of the mott prolific and · 
persistent of semantic weeds, P.;esenting us· with his superbly . · 
"written l.aw1 of Fonn. This Herculean task which now, In 
retrospect, 'is of profound s/ri)p/icity-rests on his dlscpvery 
of the f()fln of laws. L.ws 11re not descriptions, they are 
commands, in/unctions: "Dol"· Thus, the first 'constructive 
proposition in this book (pa!JB J)Js the in/unction: "Draw a 
distinction/" an exhortation to perform the primordial 
creative act.. . · · 

After this, practi~ally everythfng else follows smoothly: a 
rigorous foundation of arithmetic, of algebra, of logic, of 
a calr;ulus of indications, intentions and desires,· a ·rigt;Jrous . 
development of laM. oflomi, may they be of logical 
relations, of descriptions of the universe by physicists 
and cosmologists, or of functions of the nervou.s system 
which generates descriptions of the universe of which it is 
itself a part. · · · 

The. ancient and primary mystery which still puzzled Ludwig 
Wittgenstein (fractatus LogicG-Philosophicus, A, J. Ayer (ed), 
Humanities Press, New York, 1961, 166 pp.), namely that 
the world we know is constructed in such a way as to be 
able to see itself, G. Spencer Brown resolves by a most . 
surprising turn of perception. He shows, once and for all, 
that the appearance of this mystery is una'(oidable. But 
what is unavoidable is, in one sense, no mystery. The 
fate of all descriptions is" . .. what is revealed will be 
concealed, but what is concealed will again be revealed." 

At this point, even the most faithful reader may turn 
¥JSpicious: how can . the COnce~tion of SUCh a simple 
in/unction as "Draw a distinction/" produce this wealth 
of insights? It is indeed amazing--but, in fact, it does. 

The clue to all this is Spencer Brown's ingenious choice for 
the notation of an operator l which does severul things at 
one time. This mark is a token for drawing a distinction, 
say, by drawing a circle on a sheet of paper which creates 
a distinction between points inside and outside of this 
circle; by its asymmetry (the concave side being its inside) 
it provides the possibility. of indication; finally, it stands 
for an instruction to cross the boundary of the first 
distinction by crossing from the state indicated on the 
inside of the token to the state indicated by the token 
(A space with no ioken indicates the unmarked state). · 

· Moreover, these operations may operate' on each other, 
generating a primary arithmetic, an opportunity which 
is denied us by a faulty notation in conventional arith· 
metic as pointed out by Karl Menger in "Gulliver in the 
Land without One, Two, Three" (fhe Mathematical 
Gazette, 53, 24·250; 1959). 

These operations are defined in the two axioms (no other 
ones are needed) given on pages 1 and 2. They are: 

Axiom J, The law of calling 

The value of a call made again is the value of the call. 

That is to .say, lfa name is called and than Is called again, the 
value indicated by the two calls taken together is the value 
indicated by ona,pf them. 

That is to sa·y, for any nama, to recall is to call. 

(In notation: 

the "form of condensation".) 

Axiom 2. The law of crossing 

The value of a crossing made again is not the value of the crossing. 

That is to say, If It is intended to cross a boundary and than It 
is intended to cross it again, the value indicated by the two 
intentions taken together is the value indicated by nona of them. 

That is to say, for any boundary, to recross is not to cross. 

(In notation: 

tho "form of cancellation".) 

For instance, take a complex expression 

Then, by the two axioms 

E= 

In the beginning this calculus is developed for finite expru~· 
sions only (involving a finite number of lJ, simply becauSI! 
otherwise any demonstration would take an infinite .numbcr 
of steps, hence would never be accomplished. However, in 
Chapter 11, Spencer Brown tackles the problem of infinite 
expressions by allowing an expression to re-enter its own 
space. This calls for trouble, and one anticipates now the 
emergence of antinomies. Not sol In his notation the 
classical clash between a simultaneous Nay and Yea never 
occurs, the system bec.omes "bi-stable'', flipping from one 
to the other of the two values as a consequence of previous 
values, and thus generates time/ Amongst the many gems 
in this book, this may turn out to be the shiniest. 
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Sometimes the reading gets roug/J becauSII of Spencer. 
Brown's remarkable gift for parsimony of expression. But 
the 30 pages of "Notes" following the 1~ Chap.ters of 
preSIIntation come to the resder.'siescq,fiprfiCiSIIIy at that 
moment when he lost hiS orlen.tstion'ln th'elattlce ·ora 

. complex crystal. ConS8quently; It Is ,dv./sable.to rud · · 
them almost In' parallel with tht~. text; 'If t:inil can suppreSs 
the. urge to keep on.resding Notes. , · 

.In an /ntrod~ctory note Spencer B~'wn'/ustifles the math· 
ematlca/ approach he has taken ln this book: "Unlike mors 
superficial forms of expertiSII, mathematics Is a way of 
saying less and less about more and more. "-If this strategy 
is pushed to its limit, we shall be able· to say nothing aboqt 
a/1. This is, of course, the state of ultimate wisdom and 
provides a nucleus for 11 calculus of love, whers distinctions 
are suspended and all is one. Spencer Brown l}ss made a 

· mafor step in this direction, and his book shouldbs in the 
h~nds of all young people--no lower age llm!t required. 

{Reviewed bV Heinz Von Foerster. 
Suggested by Steve Bser} 
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CONSTRUCTION . 
DrWI a distinction. 

CONTENT 
Call It the first distinction. 
Call the space In which it is drawn the space severed or cloven 

by the distinction. 
Call the parts of the space shaped by .the severance or cleft 

the sidu of the distinction or, alternatively, the spaces, states, or 
contents distinguished ·by the distinction. 
INTENT . · 

Let eny mark, token, or sign be taken in any way with or with 
~egard to the distinction u a signal. · 

Call the use ohny iignal Its Intent. 

• 
In all mathematics it b~omes apparent, at some stage, that we 
have for some time been following a rule without being con
sciously aware of the fact. Thi.s might be described as the use 
of a covert convention. A recognizable aspect of the advancement 
of mathematics consists In t.h~!.!:"ent qf the consciousness 
of what we are doing, whereby the covert becomes overt. 
Mathematics is in this respect psych11dellc. . 
One of the most beautiful facts emerging from mathematical studies 
is this very potent relationship between the mathematical process 
and ordinary language. There seems to be no mathematical Idea 
of any importance or profundity that is not mirrored, with an almos· 
uncanny ac.c!)racy, In the common use of words, and this appear$ 
especially true when we consider words In their original, and · 
sometimes long forgotten, senses. 

• 
The main difficulty in translating from the written to the verbal 
form comes from the fact that in mathematical writing we are 
free to mark the two dimensions of the plane, whereas In speech 
we can mark only the one dimension of time. 

Much that Is unnecessary and obstructive in mathematics today 
appean to be vestigial of this limltatlo'n of the spoken word • . .. 
Any evenly subverted equation of the second degree might be 
called, alternatively, evenly informed •. We can ~ee It over~ sub
version (turning under) of the surface upon wh1ch It is wntten, 
or alternatively, as an in-formation (formetion within) of what 
it axpreues. 

Such an expression Is thus informed in the iense of having Its 
own form within it, and at the same time informed in the sense · 
of remembering what hes happened to. It in the past. · · 

We need not suppose that this is exactly h·ow memory happens in 
an animal, but there are certainly memories, s<realled, constructed 
this way in electronic computers, and engineers have constructed 

. such in· formed memories with magnetic relays for the greater 
part of the present century. 

We may perhaps look upon such memory, in this simplified In· 
formation, as a precursor of the more complicated and varied 
forms of memory and information in man and the higher animals. 
We can also regard other manifestations of the .classical forms 
of physical or biological science· in the same spirit: 

• 
There is a tendency, especially, today, to regard existence as the 
source of reality, and thus as a central conc'ept. But as soon as 
it is formally examined (cf Appendix 2), existence [ex • out, · 
stare • stand. Thus to exist may be considered as to stand 
outside, to be exiled.) is seen to be highly peripheral and, as 

·such, espec Iaiiy corrupt (in the formal sense) and_ vulnerable. 
The concept of truth is more central, although st1ll re.cog
nizably peripheral. If the weakness of present-day sc1ence is 
that it centres round existence, the weakness of present-day 
logic is that It centres round truth. 

Throughout the euay, we find no need fo the concept of 
truth, apart from two ' avoidable appearances (true • open to 
proof) in the descriptive context. At'·no point, to say the 
least, is it a necessary inhabitant of the calculating forms. 
These forms are thus not only precursors .of existence, they . 
are also precursors of truth. 

It is; I am afraid, the Intellectual block which most of us 
come up against at the points where, to experience the· world 
clearly, we must abandon existence to truth, truth to indication, 
indication to form, and form to void, that has so held up the 
development of logic .and its math:~atics. · 


